
Red Bull Racing Screwdriver Set Kraftform Plus Lasertip + Rack, 7-piece

Red Bull Racing Tools

  

EAN/GTIN: 4013288185990 Dimension: 285x210x55 mm

Part no.: 05227700001 Weight: 786 g

Article no.: 334/350/355/7 Rack Red

Bull Racing

Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82054000

Screwdrivers for slotted and cross-recess Phillips and Pozidriv screws

Multi-component Kraftform handle for fast and ergonomic screwdriving

Handle markings simplify finding and sorting of tools

Hexagonal anti-roll feature against rolling away

Lasertip tips for more secure fit in the screw head

Indispensable for all motor sport fans with demands on high quality tools: The Red Bull Racing Screwdriver Set – made by Wera. Kraftform

screwdrivers: hard gripping zones for high working speeds, softer zones for high torque transfer. Come with Lasertips that literally bite into the head

of the screw, prevent slipping and increase the torque transfer. The hexagonal non-roll feature prevents any annoying rolling away at the workplace.

Handle identification markings make it easier to find and sort the tools. Including a practical rack for neat and tidy storage of the screwdrivers. Set of

7 screwdrivers.
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Red Bull Racing Screwdriver Set Kraftform Plus Lasertip + Rack, 7-piece

Red Bull Racing Tools

Content:

335 Red Bull Racing
0510020141000

001

1 x 0.6x3.5x100

Kraftform handle Rapid hand repositioning Hexagonal anti-roll feature
against rolling away

Identification marking

The multi-component Kraftform

handle for quick and low-exertion

working.

The hard materials used for the

handle ensure rapid hand

repositioning without any danger of

the skin “sticking” to the handle.

The surrounding hard zones with

large diameters glide like wheels

across the hand.

The hexagonal non-roll feature

prevents any rolling away at the

workplace.

The screw symbol and tip size

identification markings on the

handle make it easier to find the

right screwdriver in the tool case

or at the workplace.

Reduced contact pressure

Wera Lasertip reduces the contact

pressure required and enhances

force transfer – meaning less

screwdriving effort is required.

Screwdriving becomes safer and

easier.
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